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I. THE WIRELESS COMMUNICATIONS SCENE
Since the end of the last century, when Marconi and Hertz demonstrated the feasibility of radio transmissions, mankind has endeavoured to fulfil the dream of wireless multimedia personal communications, enabling people to communicate with anyone, anywhere, at any time, using a range of multimedia services. The evolution of wireless systems and their subsystems has been well documented in a range of monographs by Jaykes [1] , Lee [2] , Parsons and Gardiner [3] , Feher [4] , and others. Glisic and Vucetic [5] , as well as Prasad [6] , concentrated on various aspects of CDMA in their monographs, while the compilation of excellent overviews edited by Glisic and Leppanen [7] treated both TDMA and CDMA along with a range of other associated aspects, such as smart antennas [53] , [55] , [56] and trellis coding, as well as emerging topics, referred to as "time-space" processing [55] , "per-survivor" processing [57] , etc.
Meyer et al. [8] focused on various modern receiver techniques in their monograph. Steele [9] compiled a monograph that considers most physical-layer aspects of modern TDMA systems, including speech and channel coding, modulation, frequency hopping, and so on, amalgamating them in the last chapter in the context of the global system of mobile communications known as GSM. Further important references are, for example, those by Rappaport [10] and Garg and Wilkes [11] , or the compilation edited by Gibbson [12] . These developments are also portrayed in magazine special issues [13] - [18] and excellent reviews by McDonald [19] , Steele [20] - [22] , Cox [30] , Li and Qiu [32] , Kucar [31] , etc. This paper attempts to provide an update on some of the subsystems and trends in the broad field of wireless multimedia communications. Let us commence our discourse with a glimpse of history.
The first mobile radio systems were introduced by the military, police, and other emergency services, most of which were limited to voice-only communications. During the pre-very large scale integration (VLSI) era, the realizable signal-processing complexity was severely limited, and hence the handsets provided typically poor voice quality at a high cost. This was due to the phenomenon of multipath wave propagation, where the different multipath components arriving at the receiver's antenna suffer different attenuation and phase rotation, and hence they sometimes add constructively, sometimes destructively. This situation is further aggravated by the so-called delay spread, when the various propagation paths have rather different path lengths and consequently exhibit different delays, spilling intersymbol interference (ISI) into the adjacent signalling or symbol intervals. These phenomena can today often be combated by sophisticated signal-processing methods at the cost of added implementational complexity, which was not possible in the pre-VLSI era. Hence, until quite recently, the quality and variety of wireless services have been inferior to conventional tethered communications.
The first public cellular radio system, known as AMPS, was introduced in 1979 in the United States, shortly followed by the Nordic mobile telephone system in Scandinavia in 1981. The first British system was TACS, operated by Cellnet and Vodafone, while the Japanese introduced NAMTS. All of these so-called first-generation national systems were based on analog FM but used digital network control. However, they did not support international roaming.
In 1982, the Conference Europeene des Postes et Telecommunication (CEPT), the main governing body of the European postal, telephone, and telegraph organizations, created the Groupe Speciale Mobile (GSM) Committee and tasked it with standardizing a digital cellular pan-European public mobile communications system to operate in the 900-MHz band. This was followed by the launch of experimental programs of different types of digital cellular radio systems in a number of European countries. By the middle of 1986, nine proposals were received for the future pan-European system, and GSM organized a trial in Paris to identify the one having the best performance. The technical details of the candidate systems are described in [33] - [37] , while a short summary of their salient features is given in [39] . A detailed description of the standardized GSM system's main features can be found in [40] . This scheme constitutes the first so-called second-generation PLMR system, which was designed for the worst case propagation scenario of high-elevation antennas' providing radio coverage for large rural cells. The corresponding channel conditions and techniques for mitigating their effects will be highlighted during our further discourse.
Following GSM, in 1989, the American secondgeneration scheme, known as the DAMPS system [41] had also been standardized, with the advantage of being able to accommodate three higher quality digital channels in a conventional 30-kHz analog AMPS channel slot. Its unique feature is that similar to the Japanese secondgeneration scheme referred to as the PDC system [42] it uses a 2-bits/symbol nonbinary modem, which implicitly assumes a more benign propagation environment than that of the GSM PLMR system. The improved wave propagation conditions are a consequence of employing so-called microcells, where, in contrast to a hostile PLMR system, the high antenna elevation is reduced to below the urban skyline. Hence, there is typically a strong LOS path between the BS and MS, reducing the fading depth and mitigating the effect of ISI induced by delay spread. These issues will be revisited in more depth at a later stage.
With respect to the improved propagation conditions, the multilevel IS-54 and PDC systems provide a seamless transition toward the so-called CT system concept contrived mainly for friendly indoors office and domestic propagation environments. Hence, CT products are designed to have a low transmitted power and small coverage area, where typically there is a dominant LOS propagation path between the FS and PS. The low transmitted power and small transmission range facilitate a low-complexity, low-cost, lightweight construction. The standardization and development of CT products was hallmarked by the British CT2 system, the DECT, and the Japanese PHP systems. A further important milestone was the standardization of the British DCS-1800 system, which is essentially an up-converted GSM system implemented at 1.8 GHz. The standardization of the socalled half-rate GSM system [330] supporting twice as many subscribers within the 200-kHz channel bandwidth, as the full-rate system was also an important development in the field. These second-generation systems and CT schemes were described in dedicated chapters of [12] .
Currently, there exist a range of initiatives worldwide that attempt to define the third-generation PCN, which is referred to as a PCS in North America. The European Community's RACE program [12] , [13] and the consecutive framework referred to as the ACTS program [44] , [45] spearheaded these initiatives. In the RACE program, there were two dedicated projects, endeavoring to resolve the ongoing debate as regards the most appropriate multiple access scheme, studying TDMA [9] , [12] , [13] , [40] , [41] and CDMA [9] , [12] , [13] , [43] .
European third-generation research is conducted under the umbrella of the so-called UMTS [13] initiative, and so far, the following proposals have been submitted to the European Telecommunication Standard Institute [54] : wide-band CDMA [46] - [48] , adaptive TDMA [49] , hybrid TDMA/CDMA [50] , OFDM [51] , [68] , and opportunitydriven multiple access. We note that the Nokia testbed portrayed in [48] was designed with video transmission capabilities of up to 128 kbits/s in mind. Similarly, cognizance was given to the aspects of less-bandwidthconstrained-i.e., higher rate-video communications by the Japanese wide-band CDMA proposal [52] for the intelligent mobile terminal IMT 2000 emerging from NTT DoCoMo. These standardization activities are portrayed in more depth in [54] .
In the ACTS workplan [44] , there are a number of projects dealing with multimedia source and channel coding, modulation, and multiple access techniques for both cellular and wireless LAN's. These studies will design the architecture and produce demonstration models of the UMTS, which the Europeans intend to accomplish before the turn of the century. Somewhere along the line, UMTS is expected to merge with the CCIR study on the FPLMTS. These systems are characterized with the help of Fig. 1 in terms of their expected grade of mobility and bit rate. These fundamental features predetermine the range of potential applications.
Specifically, the fixed networks are evolving from the basic 2.048 Mbit/s ISDN toward higher rate B-ISDN. A higher grade of mobility, which we refer to here as portability, is a feature of cordless telephones, such as the DECT, CT2, and PHP systems, although their transmission rate is more limited. The DECT systems is the most flexible one among them, allowing the multiplexing of 23 singleuser channels in one direction, which provides rates up to kbits/s kbits/s for advanced services. WLAN's can support bit rates up to 155 Mbits/s in order to extend existing ATM links to portable terminals, but they usually do not support full mobility functions, such as location update or handover from one BS to another. A rapidly evolving field that is also gaining considerable commercial interest is associated with the research and development of HIPERLAN's [66] , [67] for "customer premises"-type communications. Contemporary second-generation PLMR systems, such as GSM and IS-54, cannot support high-bitrate services, since they typically have to communicate over lower quality channels, but they exhibit the highest grade of mobility, including high-speed international roaming capabilities.
The third-generation UMTS is expected to have the highest grade of flexibility both in terms of its service bitrate range and in terms of mobility. In its design, cognizance is given to the second-generation systems. Indeed, we may anticipate that some of the subsystems of GSM and DECT may find their way into UMTS, either as a primary subsystem or as a component to achieve backward compatibility with systems in the field. This approach may result in hand-held transceivers that are intelligent multimode terminals, able to communicate with existing networks, while having more advanced and adaptive features that we would expect to see in the next generation of wireless multimedia PCN's. Following the above brief overview of the wireless communications scene, let us now briefly speculate on the practical embodiment of the multimedia communicator of the near future.
II. OUTLINE
The rest of this paper concentrates mainly on bandwidthefficient low-rate systems, although many of the proposed techniques are suitable for high-rate systems as well. Following some introductory conceptual notes as regards a possible manifestation of the future wireless multimedia communicator in Section III, we analyze the ramifications of Shannon's message for wireless systems in Section IV. This is followed by sections on speech, video, and graphical source coding before we focus our attention on transmission aspects. Section VIII-A highlights the basic cellular concept, while Section VIII-B introduces a few multiple access concepts, leading to the introduction of the concept of "software radios" or adaptive intelligent transceivers in Section IX. We then make a short excursion to the field of modulation schemes in Section XI and FEC coding before concluding with the portrayal of the expected system-performance figures characterizing such an intelligent multimode speech system in Section XIII and the characterization of a video-phone transceiver in Section XIV.
This paper addresses the so-called physical-layer functions of wireless systems in more depth but attempts also to devote some attention to higher layer aspects, such as multiple access, dynamic channel allocation, handover, etc. Given the wide scope of this paper, it is inevitable that some important trends and seminal contributions by highly acclaimed authors remain beyond its coverage, although with the number of references provided there is sufficient scope for the interested reader to probe further in certain deeper subject areas.
III. WIRELESS MULTIMEDIA COMMUNICATOR
A possible manifestation of the multimedia PS is portrayed in Fig. 2 , which is equipped with a bird's-eye camera, microphone, and liquid crystal screen, serving as both a video-telephone screen and a computer screen. The conventional keyboard is likely to be replaced by a pressure-sensitive writing tablet, facilitating optical handwriting recognition [208] - [213] , signature verification, etc.
The pivotal implementational point of such a multimedia PS is that of finding the best compromise among a number of contradicting design factors, such as low power consumption, high robustness against transmission errors among various channel conditions, high spectral efficiency, good audio/video quality, low-delay, high-capacity networking, and so forth. In this paper, we will address a few of these issues in the context of the proposed PS depicted in Fig. 2 . The time-variant optimization criteria of a flexible multimedia system can only be met by an adaptive scheme, comprising the firmware of a suite of system components and invoking that combination of speech codecs, video codecs, embedded channel codecs, VAD's, and modems that fulfills the currently prevalent requirement [68] .
These requirements lead to the concept of arbitrarily programmable, flexible, so-called software radios [16] , which is virtually synonymous with the so-called tool-box concept invoked, for example, in the forthcoming MPEG-4 video codec proposed for wireless video communications [70] . This concept appears attractive also for UMTS-type transceivers. A few examples of such optimization criteria are maximizing the teletraffic carried or the robustness against channel errors, while in other cases, minimization of the bandwidth occupancy, the blocking probability, or the power consumption is of prime concern.
The corresponding network architecture is shown in Fig. 3 . The multimedia PS's communicate with the socalled BS's in their vicinity, which are interconnected either directly using optical fiber or in more complex systems via MSC's. The PS's can access through the BS a range of services, including business data bases, multimedia data bases, mainframe computers, etc. Let us now turn our attention to some of the information theoretical aspects of wireless communications in order to be able to understand the underlying system's technical ramifications.
IV. SHANNON'S MESSAGE AND ITS IMPLICATIONS FOR WIRELESS CHANNELS
In mobile multimedia communications, it is always of prime concern to maintain an optimum compromise in terms of the contradictory requirements of low bit rate, high robustness against channel errors, low delay, and low complexity. The minimum bit rate at which the condition of distortionless communications is possible is determined by the entropy of the multimedia source message. Note, however, that in practical terms, the minimum information transmission rate required for the lossless representation of the source signal, which is referred to as the source entropy, is only asymptotically achievable, as the encoding memory length or delay tends to infinity. Any further compression is associated with information loss or coding distortion. Note that the optimum source encoder generates a perfectly uncorrelated source-coded stream, where all the source redundancy has been removed. Therefore, the encoded symbols are independent, and each one has the same significance. Having the same significance implies that the corruption of any of the source-encoded symbols results in identical reconstructed signal distortion over imperfect channels.
Under these conditions, according to Shannon's fundamental work [72] , [73] , [75] , the best protection against transmission errors is achieved, if source and channel coding are treated as separate entities. When using a block code of length channel coded symbols in order to encode source symbols with a coding rate of , the symbol error rate can be rendered arbitrarily low if tends to infinity and the coding rate to zero. This condition also implies an infinite coding delay. Based on the above considerations and on the assumption of AWGN channels, source and channel coding have historically been separately optimized.
Mobile radio channels are typically subjected to multipath propagation and hence constitute a more hostile transmission medium than AWGN channels, exhibiting path loss, log-normal slow fading, and Rayleigh fast fading [216] , [217] . Furthermore, if the signaling rate used is higher than the channel's so-called coherence bandwidth [216] , [217] , additional impairments are inflicted by dispersion, which is associated with frequency-domain linear distortions. Under these circumstances the channel's error distribution versus time becomes bursty and an infinitememory symbol interleaver is required in order to disperse the bursty errors and render the errors as independent, as possible, such as over AWGN channels. Clearly, for mobile A range of practical limitations must be observed when designing wireless multimedia links. Although it is often possible to reduce the required bit rate of state-of-theart multimedia source codecs while maintaining a certain reconstructed signal quality, in practical terms, this is only possible at a concomitant increase of the implementational complexity and encoding delay. A good example of these limitations is the half-rate GSM speech codec, which was required to approximately halve the encoding rate of the 13 kbits/s full-rate codec, while maintaining less than quadrupled complexity, similar robustness against channel errors, and less than doubled encoding delay. Naturally, the increased algorithmic complexity is typically associated with higher power consumption, while the reduced number of bits used to represent a certain speech segment intuitively implies that each bit will have an increased relative significance. Accordingly, their corruption may inflict increasingly objectionable speech degradations unless special attention is devoted to this problem. It is worth noting that despite its quadruple complexity, the half-rate GSM speech codec maintains a lower power consumption due to lowpower 3-V technology than the first launched full-rate codec had.
In a somewhat simplistic approach, one could argue that due to the reduced source rate, we could accommodate an increased number of parity symbols using a more powerful, implementationally more complex, and lower rate channel codec while maintaining the same transmission bandwidth. However, the complexity, quality, and robustness tradeoff of such a scheme would not be very attractive.
A more intelligent approach will be required in order to design better wireless multimedia transceivers [73] , [74] for bursty mobile radio channels. The simplified schematic of such an intelligent transceiver is portrayed in Fig. 4 . Perfect source encoders operating close to the information theoretical limits of Shannon's predictions can only be designed for stationary source signals, a condition not satisfied by most multimedia source signals. Further previously mentioned limitations are the encoding complexity and delay. As a consequence of these limitations, the source-coded stream will inherently contain residual redundancy, and the correlated source symbols will exhibit unequal error sensitivity, requiring unequal error protection. Following Hagenauer [73] , [74] , we will refer to the additional knowledge as regards the different importance or vulnerability of various source-coded bits as SSI, whereas we will refer to the confidence associated with the channel decoder's decisions as DRI.
These additional links between the source and channel codecs are also indicated in Fig. 4 . Further potential performance gains are possible when exploiting the a posteriori information accruing from decoding a received message. This is possible, for example, when the difference between consecutive decoded symbols violates some threshold condition and thereby facilitates the detection of a channel decoding error. Then the channel decoder can attempt a second tentative decoding by passing the second most likely corrected message to the source decoder, which in turn subjects this again to the previously failed threshold test, etc. A variety of such techniques have successfully been used in robust source-matched source and channel coding [73] , [74] , [82] , [83] . Another practical manifestation of the time-variant source statistics of speech signals is the fact that during silent speech spurts, some speech codecs do not surrender their reserved physical link; they reduce their output bit rate instead, which can reduce the interference inflicted to other users in CDMA systems, such as the American IS-95 system [43] . Video codecs, such as the variable-rate MPEG-1 [80] and MPEG-2 [81] codecs, even more explicitly rely on the fluctuation of the source statistics. For example, when a new object is introduced in the scope of the camera, which cannot be predicted on the basis of already known previous video frames, then the bit rate is typically increased.
The role of the interleaver and deinterleaver [79] seen in Fig. 4 is to rearrange the channel coded bits before transmission. The mobile radio channel typically inflicts bursts of errors during deep channel fades, which often overload the channel decoder's error-correction capability in certain source-signal segments while other segments are not benefiting from the channel codec at all, since they may have been transmitted between fades and hence are error free even without channel coding. This problem can be circumvented by dispersing the bursts of errors more randomly between fades so that the channel codec is faced always with an "average-quality" channel rather than the bimodal faded/nonfaded condition, although only at the cost of increased system delay, which may become an impediment in interactive multimedia communications. In other words, channel codecs are most efficient if the channel errors are near uniformly dispersed over consecutive received segments.
In its simplest manifestation, an interleaver is a memory matrix that is filled with channel coded symbols on a rowby-row basis, which are then passed on to the modulator on a column-by-column basis. If the transmitted sequence is corrupted by a burst of errors, the deinterleaver maps the received symbols back to their original positions, thereby dispersing the bursty channel errors. An infinite-memory channel interleaver is required in order to perfectly randomize the bursty errors and therefore to transform the Rayleigh-fading channel's error statistics into that of an AWGN channel, for which Shannon's information theoretical predictions apply. Since in interactive multimedia communications the tolerable delay is strictly limited, the interleaver's memory length and efficiency are also limited. For further details on the effects of various interleavers on the error-correction codec's efficiency, the interested reader is referred to [79] .
A specific deficiency of the above-mentioned rectangular interleavers is that in case of a constant vehicular speed, the Rayleigh-fading mobile channel typically produces periodic fades [216] , [217] and error bursts at travelled distances of , where is the carrier's wavelength, which may be mapped by the rectangular interleaver into another set of periodic bursts of errors. Again, a range of more random rearrangement or interleaving algorithms exhibiting a higher performance than rectangular interleavers has been proposed for mobile channels in [79] , where also a variety of practical channel coding schemes have been portrayed. Section V gives a brief overview of the recent activities in speech source coding, Section VI provides a rudimentary introduction to video source coding, while Section VII highlights the principles of graphical source coding. For a full review of speech source coding schemes for mobile systems, the interested reader is referred to [84] - [91] . Joint source and channel coding was the subject of [92] , whereas modulation and transmission arrangements for wireless channels have been studied in [4] , [6] , [9] , [68] , and [69] .
Returning to Fig. 4 , SDI is passed by the demodulator to the FEC decoder, indicating that the demodulator refrained from making a hard decision concerning the received bit. Instead, it passes the estimated reliability of the received information to the FEC decoder, thereby improving its efficiency. The CSI, which is in simple terms representative of the current fade depth, can be used to weight the SDI in the detection process. This weighted reliability information is then often used by the channel decoder in order to invoke MLSE based on the Viterbi algorithm [79] , [311] in order to improve the system's performance with respect to conventional hard-decision decoding. Following the above rudimentary review of Shannon's information theory, the rest of this paper is devoted to practical issues of wireless multimedia communications. Let us initially consider briefly the recent advances in speech source coding.
V. SPEECH SOURCE CODING
A. A Historical Perspective on Speech Codecs
Following the 64 kbits/s PCM and 32 kbits/s ADPCM G.721 recommendations standardized by the ITU, in 1986, the 13 kbits/s RPE [105] , [106] codec was selected for the pan-European mobile system known as GSM. More recently, VSELP [107] , [108] codecs operating at 8 and 6.7 kbits/s were favored in the American IS-54 and Japanese PDC wireless networks. These developments were followed by the 4.8 kbits/s DoD codec [112] . The state of the art was documented in a range of excellent monographs by O'Shaughnessy [87] , Furui [88] , Anderson and Seshadri [92] , Kondoz [89] , and Kleijn and Paliwal [90] , and in a tutorial review by Gersho [78] . More recently, the 5.6 kbits/s half-rate GSM quadruple-mode VSELP speech codec standard developed by Gerson et al. [109] was approved, while in Japan, the 3.45 kbits/s half-rate PDC speech codec invented by Ohya et al. [113] using the PSI CELP principle was standardized. Other currently investigated schemes are the PWI proposed by Kleijn [114] , MBE suggested by Griffin et al. [115] , and IZFPE codecs advocated by Hiotakakos and Xydeas [116] . In the lowdelay but more error sensitive backward adaptive class, the 16 kbits/s ITU G.728 codec [117] developed by Chen et al. from the AT&T speech team hallmarks a significant step. This was followed by the equally significant development of the more robust, forward-adaptive, 15-ms-delay G.729 algebraic (A)CELP arrangement proposed by the University of Sherbrooke team [122] , [123] , AT&T, and NTT [118] . Last, the standardization of the 2.4 kbits/s DoD codec led to intensive research in this very low rate range, and the MELP codec by Texas Instruments was identified [119] in 1996 as the best overall candidate scheme.
Before concluding our discourse on speech codecs, let us briefly highlight the problems associated with 7-kHzbandwidth commentatory quality speech coding.
B. Wide-Band Speech Codecs
For the sake of completeness, we note briefly that 7-kHzbandwidth speech codecs offer more transparent speech quality than their narrow-band counterparts at typically higher bit rate and algorithmic complexity.
One of the problems associated with full-band coding of wide-band speech is the codec's inability to treat the less predictable high-frequency, low-energy speech band, which was tackled by the ITU G.722 codec using splitband or subband coding. Although the upper subband is important for maintaining an improved intelligibility and naturalness, it only contains a small fraction of the speech energy, which is on the order of 1%, and therefore its bit-rate contribution has to be limited appropriately. The ITU G.722 codec [131] Quackenbush [132] suggested a transform-coded approach in order to allow for a higher flexibility in terms of allocating the bits available, which was proposed originally by Johnston [133] for 30-kHz-sampled high-fidelity audio signals, and reduced the bit rate required according to the lower sampling rate of 16 kHz. Ordentlich and Shoham proposed a low-delay CELP-based 32 kbits/s wide-band codec [134] , which achieved a similar speech quality to the G.722 64 kbits/s codec at a concomitant higher complexity. The backward-adaptive linear predictive coding (LPC) filter used had an order of 32, which was significantly lower than the filter order of 50 used in the G.728 codec [117] . The G.728 filter order of 50 was able to cater for long-term periodicities of up to 6.25 ms, corresponding to pitch frequencies down to 160 Hz at a sampling rate of 8 kHz without a long-term predictor (LTP), allowing better reconstruction for female speakers. The filter order of 32 at a sampling frequency of 16 kHz cannot cater for long-term periodicities. Nonetheless, the authors opted for using no LTP. In contrast to the G.728 codebook of 128 entries, here 1024 entries were used to model the five-sample excitations.
In a contribution by Black et al. [135] , the backwardadaptive principle was retained for the sake of low delay, but it was combined with a split-band approach. The lowband was encoded by a backward-adaptive CELP codec using a tenth-order LPC filter updated over 148-kHzsampled samples or 1.75 ms. The authors argued that it was necessary to incorporate a forward-adaptive LTP in order to counteract the potentially damaging error feedback effect of the backward-adaptive LPC analysis. The upper band typically contains a less structured, noise-like signal, which has a slowly varying dynamic range. Black et al. here proposed to use a sixth order forward-adaptive predictor updated over a 56-sample interval, which is quadrupled in comparison to the low band. Backward-adaptive prediction would be unsuitable for this less accurately quantized band, which would precipitate the effect of quantization errors in future segments.
The prestigious speech-coding group at Sherbrooke University [136] - [138] proposed a range of ACELP-based codecs, since Laflamme et al. argued that ACELP codecs are amenable to wide-band coding, when employing vast codebooks in conjunction with a reduced-complexity focused codebook search strategy using a number of encapsulated search loops. This technique facilitates searching only a fraction of a large codebook, while achieving a similar performance to that of a full search. Suffice it to say here that this technique was proposed by the authors also for the ITU G.729 8-kbits/s low-delay codec using a 15-bit ACELP codebook and five encapsulated loops [121] , [122] .
Here, we conclude our discussion of speech source codecs and briefly classify a range of video codecs suitable for wireless videophony and other wireless visual communications services before focusing our attention on wireless transmission aspects.
VI. VIDEO SOURCE CODING
A. Motivation and Background
Motivated by the proliferation of wireless multimedia services [139] , [140] , a plethora of video codec schemes have been proposed for various applications [141] - [156] , but perhaps the most significant advances in the field are hallmarked by the MPEG-4 initiative [70] . The design of video-phone schemes centers around the best compromise among a number of inherently contradictory specifications, such as video quality, bit rate, implementational complexity, robustness against channel errors, coding delay, bit-rate fluctuation, and the associated buffer-length requirement. Many of these aspects have been treated in a number of established monographs by Netravali and Haskell [143] , Jain [191] , and Jayant and Noll [85] , as well as Gersho and Gray [149] . A plethora of video codecs have been proposed in the excellent special issues edited by Tzou et al. [157] , Hubing [158] , and Girod et al. [159] for a range of bit rates and applications, but the individual contributions by a number of renowned authors are too numerous to review. Khansari et al. [166] as well as Pelz [180] reported promising results on adopting the H.261 codec for wireless applications by invoking powerful signal-processing and error-control techniques in order to remedy the inherent source-coding problems due to stretching its application domain to hostile wireless environments. Färber et al. [167] - [170] also contributed substantially toward advancing the state of the art in the context of the H.263 codec as well as in motion compensation [168] , [169] , as did Eryurtlu, Sadka, and Kondoz [174] - [175] . Further important contributions in the field were due to Chen et al. [181] , Illgner and Lappe [182] , Zhang [183] , Ibaraki et al. [184] , Watanabe et al. [185] , the MPEG-4 consortium's endeavors [71] , and the efforts of the Mobile Audio-Video Terminal Consortium. VQ-based schemes were advocated by Ramamurthy and Gersho [149] , as well as by Torres and Huguet [150] . A major feature topic of the European Community's Fourth Framework Program [44] , [45] on ACTS is video communications over a range of wireless and fixed links.
In this section, initially we focused our attention on the design and performance evaluation of wireless video telephone systems suitable for the robust transmission of QCIF sequences over conventional mobile radio links, such as the pan-European GSM system [40] , the American IS-54 [41] and IS-95 [43] systems, and the Japanese PDC system [42] . In contrast to existing standard codecs, such as the ITU H.261 scheme and the MPEG-1 [80] , MPEG-2 [81] , and MPEG4 [70] arrangements, our proposed video codec's fixed but arbitrarily programmable bit rate facilitates its employment also in future intelligent systems, which are likely to vary their bit rate in response to various propagation and teletraffic conditions. We will conclude the section with a brief overview of the ITU H.263 standard video codec, which is a flexible scheme suitable for a range of multimedia visual applications at various bit rates and video resolutions.
B. Motion Compensation
The ultimate goal of low-rate image coding is to remove redundancy in both spatial and temporal domains and thereby reduce the required transmission bit rate. The temporal correlation between successive image frames is typically removed using block-based motion compensation, where each block to be encoded is assumed to be a motiontranslated version of the previous locally decoded frame.
The vector of motion translation or MV is typically found with the help of correlation techniques, as seen in Fig. 5 . Specifically, a legitimate motion-translation region or search scope is stipulated within the previous locally decoded frame, the block to be encoded is slid over this region according to a certain algorithm, and the location of highest correlation is deemed to be the destination of the motion translation. Motion compensation (MC) is then carried out by subtracting the appropriately motion-translated previous decoded block from the one to be encoded in order to generate the MCER. Clearly, the image is decomposed in motion translation and MCER, and both components have to be encoded and transmitted to the decoder for image reconstruction. The motion compensation removes some of the temporal redundancy, and the variance of the MCER becomes much lower than that of the original image, which ensures bit-rate economy.
The MCER frame can then be represented using a range of techniques [190] , including SBC [144] , [145] , wavelet coding [146] , DCT [80] , [81] , [188] , [191] , VQ [149] - [151] , or QT coding [147] , [148] , [155] , [189] . Some of these techniques will be highlighted in the forthcoming subsections.
When a low codec complexity and low bit rate are required, the motion-compensation technique described above can be replaced by simple frame differencing. In frame differencing, the whole of the previous locally decoded image frame is subtracted from the one to be encoded without the need for the above correlation-based motion prediction, which may become very computationally intensive for high-resolution, high-quality video portraying high-dynamic scenes. Such a simple video codec schematic based on simple frame differencing is shown in Fig. 6 . Although the MCER residual variance remains somewhat higher for frame differencing than in case of full motion compensation, there is no pattern-matching search, which reduces the complexity, and no MV's have to be encoded, which may reduce the overall bit rate. Observe in Fig. 6 that after frame differencing, the encoded MCER is conveyed to the transceiver and also locally decoded. This is necessary to be able to generate the locally reconstructed video signal, which is invoked by the encoder in subsequent MC steps. The encoder uses the locally reconstructed rather than the original input video frames, since these are not available at the decoder, which would result in misalignment between the encoder and decoder. This local reconstruction operation is carried out by the adder in the figure, superimposing the decoded MCER on the previous locally decoded video frame. The operations are similar if full MC is used. Practical codecs such as, for example, the ITU H.263 scheme, often combine the inter-and intraframe coding techniques on a block-by-block basis, where MC is employed only if it is deemed advantageous in MCER reduction terms.
In the case of highly correlated consecutive video frames, the MCER typically exhibits "line-drawing" characteristics, where large sections of the frame difference signal are "flat," characterized by low pixel magnitude values, while the motion contours, where the frame differencing has failed to predict the current pixels on the basis of the previous locally decoded frame, are represented by larger values, as seen in at the center of Fig. 9 . Consequently, efficient MCER residual coding algorithms must be able to represent such textured MCER patterns adequately, a topic to be addressed in the forthcoming subsections. Let us initially consider a bandwidth-efficient cost-gain quantized DCT-based codec [188] .
C. DCT-Based Video Codec
Our DCT-based video codec's outline is depicted in Fig. 7 . The DCT [191] has been popular in videocompression standards [80] , [81] since it exhibits a so-called energy compaction property, implying that upon transforming a correlated or predictable signal to the spatial frequency domain, most of its energy will be compacted to a few high-energy, low-frequency coefficients. This is a consequence of the Wiener-Khnitsin theorem, stating that the power spectral density (PSD) and the autocorrelation function (ACF) are Fourier transform pairs. Hence, the flat ACF of a predictable, slowly varying signal implies a compact low-pass-type PSD, which is amenable to compression since in the spatial frequency domain, a lower number of coefficients has to be transmitted than in the temporal domain. It is important to note that the MC often removes most of the redundancy from the correlated temporal-domain video frame, and hence the DCT of the MCER may even result in an expanded spatial frequencydomain representation, which can be counteracted, for example, by adaptive bit-allocation schemes. Strobach [147] proposed QT coding in order to encode the MCER and mitigate this problem. Alternative frequency-domain solutions include SBC [144] , [145] or wavelet coding [146] , which facilitate a flexible control over the allocation of bits in the spatial frequency domain. The MPEG standard codecs [80] , [81] and the H.261 and H.263 codecs scan and entropy code the DCT coefficients and also allow direct encoding of the more correlated video signal on a blockby-block basis. VQ [149] - [151] can be carried out in both the frequency and time domains, but a persistent deficiency is their difficulty to handle sharp edges adequately.
Returning to the DCT principle, our proposed DCTbased codec was designed to achieve a time-invariant compression ratio associated with a fixed but programmable encoded video rate of 5-13 kbits/s. 1 The codec's operation is initialized in the intraframe mode, but once it switches to the interframe mode, any further mode switches are optional and only required if a drastic scene change occurs.
In the intraframe mode, the encoder transmits the coarsely quantized block averages for the current frame, which provides a low-resolution initial frame required for the operation of the interframe codec both at the commencement and during later stages of communications in order to prevent encoder/decoder misalignment. For 176 144-pixel ITU standard QCIF images in a specific scenario [188] , we limited the number of video-encoding bits per frame to 1136, corresponding to a bit rate of 11.36 kbits/s at 10 frames/s. In the motion compensation, 8 8 blocks are used. At the commencement of the encoding procedure, the MC scheme determines an MV for each of the 8 8 blocks using full search. The MC search window is fixed to 4 4 pels around the center of each block, and hence a total of 4 bits are required for the encoding of 16 possible positions for each MV. Before the actual motion compensation takes place, the codec tentatively determines the potential benefit of the compensation in terms of motion-compensated error energy reduction. Then the codec selects as "motion active" those blocks whose gain exceeds a certain threshold. This method of classifying the blocks as motion active and motion passive results in an active/passive table, which consists of a 1-bit flag for each block, marking it as passive or active.
Pursuing a similar approach, gain control is also applied to the DCT-based compression. Every block is DCT transformed and quantized. To take account of the nonstationary nature of the MCER and its time-variant frequency-domain distribution, four different sets of DCT quantizers were designed. The quantization distortion associated with each quantizer is computed in order to be able to choose the best one. Ten bits are allocated for each quantizer, each of which is a trained Max-Lloyd quantizer catering for a specific frequency-domain energy distribution class. All DCT blocks whose coding gain exceeds a certain threshold are marked as DCT-active, resulting in a similar active/passive table as for the motion vectors. For this second table, we apply the same run-length compression technique as above. Again, if the number of bits required for the encoding of the DCT-active blocks exceeds half of the maximum allowable number, blocks around the fringes of the image, rather than those in the central eye and lip sections, are considered DCT-passive. If, however, the active DCT coefficient and activity table do not fill up the fixed-length transmission burst, the thresholds for active DCT blocks are lowered and all tables are recomputed.
The bit-allocation scheme was designed to deliver 1136 bits per frame, which is summarized in Table 1 . The encoded bitstream begins with a 22-bit frame alignment word (FAW). This is necessary to assist the video decoder's operation in order to resume synchronous operation after loss of frame synchronization over hostile fading channels. The partial intraframe update refreshes only 22 out of 396 blocks every frame. Therefore, every 18 frames, or 1.8 seconds, the update refreshes the same blocks. This periodicity is signalled to the decoder by transmitting the inverted FAW. An MV is stored using 13 bits, where 9 bits are required to identify one of the 396 block indexes using the enumerative method and 4 bits for encoding the 16 possible combinations of the and displacements. The 8 8 DCT-compressed blocks use a total of 21 bits, again 9 for the block index, 10 for the DCT coefficient quantizers, and 2 bits to indicate which of the four quantizers has been applied. The total number of bits becomes , where six dummy bits were added in order to obtain a total of 1136 bits suitable in terms of bit packing requirements for the specific forward error-correction block codec used. The encoded parameters are transmitted to the decoder and also locally decoded in order to be used in future motion predictions. The video codec's peak (P)SNR versus frame index performance is shown in Fig. 8 , where the PSNR is defined as the conventional SNR except that instead of the actual video signal power, a video pixel value of 255 is assumed, yielding a pixel power of 255 for all pixel positions across the video frame. Since 255 is the highest possible value for an 8-bit pixel representation, the PSNR is typically higher than the conventional SNR. The codec proposed was subjected to bit-sensitivity analysis, and a QAM-based [68] source-sensitivity matched transceiver was designed in order to transmit the video stream over wireless channels. The interested reader is referred to [188] for further details. Having described the principles of DCTbased video coding, let us now consider QT coding of the MCER [189] .
D. QT Structured Coding
The proposed QT codec shares the structure of the previous DCT-based scheme portrayed in Fig. 7 but employs QT coding of the MCER. QT's represent a subclass of the socalled region growing techniques, where the image, in our case the MCER generated by the MC scheme, is described with the help of variable-size sectors characterized by similar features, in this case, similar gray levels. Explicitly, the MCER is described in terms of two sets of parameters: the structure of similar regions and their gray levels. Note that the information characteristic of the QT structure is potentially much more sensitive to bit errors than the graylevel coding bits.
Before QT decomposition takes place, the frame difference signal is divided in 16 16-pixel blocks perfectly tiling the original difference frame. Creating the QT regions is a recursive operation. Considering each individual pixel, two or more neighbors are merged together if a certain merging criterion is satisfied. This criterion may be, for instance, a similar gray level. This merging procedure is repeated until no more regions satisfy the merging criterion; hence, no more merging is possible. Similarly, the QT regions can be obtained in a top-down approach, dividing the MCER in a number of sections, if the sections do not satisfy the similarity criterion and continue until the pixel level is reached and no further splits are possible. The QT approach is one possible implementation of the region growing techniques. This process can be observed in Fig. 9 . For a rectangular region, an algorithmically attractive implementation is: when commencing at the pixel level, four quadrants of a square are merged together if the matching criterion is met. The gray levels of the quadrants of a square are represented by , and their mean is computed according to
. If the absolute difference of all four pixels and the mean gray level is less than the system parameter , then these pixels satisfy the merging criterion. Explicitly, a simple merging criterion can be formulated as follows:
True (1) where represents the logical AND operation.
It is expected that if the system parameter is reduced, the matching criterion becomes more stringent and hence less merging takes place, which is likely to increase the required encoding rate at a concomitantly improvement of the MCER's representation quality. In contrast, an increased value is expected to allow more merging to take place and hence reduce the bit rate, as we will show in our results section.
If the merging criterion is satisfied, the mean gray level becomes the gray level of the merged quadrant in the next generation, and so on. At this stage, it is important to note that the quality-control threshold does not need to be known to the QT decoder. Therefore, the image representation quality can be rendered position dependent within the frame being processed, which allows weighting to be applied to important image sections such as the eyes and lips without increasing the complexity of the decoder or the transmission rate.
Pursuing the top-down QT decomposition approach, the frame difference signal constitutes a so-called node in the QT. After splitting, this node gives rise to four further nodes, which are classified on the basis of the "similarity criterion." Specifically, if all the pixels at this level of the QT differ from the mean by less than the threshold , then they are considered to be a "leaf node" in the QT. Hence, they do not have to be subjected to further "similarity tests"; they can be represented simply by the mean value .
If, however, the pixels constituting the current node to be classified differ by more than the threshold , the pixels forming the node cannot be adequately represented by their mean , and thus they must be further split until the threshold condition is met. This repetitive splitting process is continued until there are no more nodes to split, since all the leaf nodes satisfy the threshold criterion, as shown in Fig. 9 . Consequently, the QT structure describes the contours of similar gray levels in the frame difference signal.
To be able to reproduce the encoded image, not only the gray levels of the leaf nodes but also the QT structure must be efficiently encoded and communicated to the decoder. Fortunately, the QT structure can be efficiently described with the help of a variable-length code. At the commencement of image communications, a low-resolution version of the first image frame is encoded and transmitted to the decoder in order to assist in its operation. Then the MCER signal is computed, which is subjected QT coding, before transmission to the decoder. Again, the schematic of the QT codec obeys the structure of Fig. 6 . The QT-coded MCER is locally decoded and added to the previous locally decoded frame and stored in the frame buffer for the duration of one frame in order to generate the next block estimates for the MC operation. A range of techniques related to the optimum QT splitting and bit-allocation techniques were suggested in [189] , where also details of the source-matched video transceiver can be found. Adequate video quality was achieved for the Miss America sequence for a bit rate of 11.36 kbits/s when using scanned QCIF images of 10 frames/s.
Without aiming for an in-depth treatment, we briefly allude to the concept of vector quantized video codecs, where the MCER of an 8 8 pixel block is represented by the best matching entry of the two-dimensional codebook shown in Fig. 10 . This principle also allowed us to contrive an 11.36-kbits/s QCIF codec for wireless video telephony, the details of which were presented in [187] , where the full transceiver performance over fading channels is also characterized. The above-mentioned range of fixed-rate video codecs is compared in terms of error resilience and video quality in [190] . In [187] - [189] , a range of flexible reconfigurable multilevel transceivers were designed for the transmission of the VQ-, DCT-, and QT-coded video streams by allocating an addition physical speech channel for video telephony. For reasons of space economy, however, these results were not included here. Similar video PSNR versus channel SNR results are provided here using the ITU H.263 video codec and a reconfigurable transceiver in order to characterize the expected video performance in Figs. 27 and 28. 2 In closing, we note again that the literature of video compression is very rich [139] - [156] , and recent developments led to the definition of the MPEG-1, MPEG-2, H.261, and H.263 standards. Although these codecs rely on vulnerable variable-length coding techniques, work is also under way toward contriving more robust coding algorithms, such as those to be incorporated in the forthcoming MPEG-4 scheme [71] , [70] . In the next subsection, we briefly highlight the features of the standard H.263 scheme, which is an error-sensitive, variable-rate scheme but achieves a very high compression ratio. Hence, to date, it is the best existing standardized video codec. We will also propose appropriate transmission techniques to support its operation in a wireless video-phone scheme.
E. The H.263 ITU Codec
The H.263 codec was detailed in [193] and [194] , while a number of transmission schemes designed for accommodating its rather error-sensitive bit stream were proposed in [167] , [170] , [179] . As an illustrative example, in Table 2 , we summarize the various video resolutions supported by the H.261 and H.263 ITU codecs in order to demonstrate their flexibility [192] . Their uncompressed bit rates at frame scanning rates of both 10 and 30 frames/s for both gray and color video are also listed. The mature H.261 standard defined two different picture resolutions, namely, QCIF and CIF, while the H.263 codec has the ability to support five different resolutions. All H.263 decoders must be able to operate in sun (S)QCIF and QCIF modes and optionally support CIF, 4 CIF, and 16 CIF formats. The H.261 and H.263 codecs share the simplified schematic of Fig. 11 , which operates under the instructions of the coding control block, selecting the required inter/intraframe mode, the quantization and bit-allocation scheme, etc. DCT is invoked to compress either the original or the MCER blocks, and the encoded video signal is also locally decoded and stored in the frame memory in order to be used in future MC steps. All encoded information is multiplexed for transmission by the video multiplex coder. The codec's PSNR versus encoded bit-rate performance is portrayed in Fig. 12 for Miss America simulations at 10 and 30 frames/s using SQCIF, QCIF, and CIF sequences [192] . Observe in the figure that the codec guarantees near linear rate scalability over a wide operating range, which is partly explained by the extensive employment of entropy coding schemes. The performance of a complete adaptive video-phone system will be portrayed after considering the associated wireless transmission aspects.
Here, we curtail our discussion on video codecs and provide some notes on another aspect of multimedia communications, namely, graphical correspondence.
VII. GRAPHICAL SOURCE CODING
A. Background
Telewriting is a multimedia telecommunications service enabling the bandwidth-efficient transmission of handwritten text and line graphics through fixed and wireless communication networks [196] - [201] . Differential chain coding has been successfully used for graphical communications over e-mail networks [196] or teletext systems [199] , where bit-rate economy is achieved by exploiting the correlation between successive vectors. References [197] and [202] address some of the associated communications aspects. A plethora of further excellent papers were contributed to the literature of chain coding by Prasad and his colleagues from Delft University [203] - [205] . [206] In CC, a square-shaped coding ring is slid along the graphical trace from the current pixel, which is the origin Fig. 12 . Image quality (PSNR) versus coded bit rate for H.263 Miss America simulations at 10 and 30 frames/s using SQCIF, QCIF, and CIF sequences [192] .
B. Fixed-Length Differential Chain Coding
of the legitimate motion vectors, in steps represented by the vectors portrayed in Fig. 13 . The bold dots in the figure represent the next legitimate pixels during the graphical trace's evolution. In principle, the graphical trace can evolve to any of the surrounding eight pixels, and hence a 3-bit code word is required for lossless coding. DCC [203] exploits that the most likely direction of stylus movement is a straight extension, corresponding to vector zero, and with a gradually reducing probability of sharp turns, corresponding vectors having higher indexes. Explicitly, we have found that while vector zero typically has a probability of around 0.5 for a range of graphical source signals, including English and Chinese handwriting, a map, and a technical drawing, the relative frequency of vectors 1 is around 0.2, while vectors 2, 3 have probabilities around 0.05. This suggests that the coding efficiency can be improved using the principle of entropy coding by allocating shorter code words to more likely transitions and longer ones to less likely transitions.
In [206] , we embarked on exploring the potential of a graphical coding scheme dispensing with variable-length coding, which we refer to as FL-DCC. FL-DCC was contrived in order to comply with the time-variant-resolution and/or bit-rate constraints of intelligent adaptive multimode terminals, which can be reconfigured under network control to satisfy the momentarily prevailing teletraffic, robustness, quality, etc. system requirements. To maintain lossless graphics quality under lightly loaded traffic conditions, the FL-DCC codec can operate at a rate of bits/vector, although it has a higher bit rate than DCC. However, since in voice and video coding typically perceptually unimpaired lossy quantization is used, we embarked on exploring the potential of the reconfigurable FL-DCC codec under low-rate, lossy conditions. Based on our findings as regards the relative frequencies of the various differential vectors, we decided to evaluate the performance of the FL-DCC codec using the and bit/vector lossy schemes. As demonstrated by Fig. 13 , in the -bit mode, the transitions to pixels 2, 3, 2, 3 are illegitimate, while vectors 0, 1, 1, and 4 are legitimate. To minimize the effects of transmission errors, the Gray codes seen in Fig. 13 were assigned. It will be demonstrated that due to the low probability of occurrence of the illegitimate vectors, the associated subjective coding impairment is minor. Under degrading channel conditions or higher teletraffic load, the FL-DCC coding rate has to be reduced to in order to be able to invoke a less bandwidth-efficient but more robust modulation scheme or to generate less packets contending for transmission. In this case, only vectors 1 and 1 of Fig. 13 are legitimate. The subjective effects of the associated zigzag trace will be removed by the decoder, which can detect these characteristic patterns and replace them by a fitted straight line.
In general terms, the size of the coding ring is given by , where is referred to as the order of the ring and is a scaling parameter characteristic of the pixel separation distance. Hence, the ring shown in Fig. 13 is first order. The number of nodes in the ring is . The data syntax of the FL-DCC scheme is displayed in Fig. 14 . The beginning of a trace can be marked by a typically 8-bit-long PD code, while the end of a trace can be marked by a PU code. To ensure that these codes are not emulated by the remaining data, if this would be incurred, bit stuffing must be invoked. We found that in complexity and robustness terms using a VC constituted a more attractive alternative for our system. The starting coordinates , of a trace are directly encoded using, for example, ten and nine bits in case of a video graphics array resolution of 640 480 pixels. The first vector displacement along the trace is encoded by the best fitting vector defined by the coding ring as the SV. The coding ring is then translated along this starting vector to determine the next vector. A differential approach is used for the encoding of all the following vectors along the trace in that the differences in direction between the present vector and its predecessor are calculated, and these vector differences are mapped into a set of fixed-length -bit code words, which we refer to as FV's. We designed a wireless 4-QAM-based [68] transceiver for the transmission of FL-DCC encoded graphical source signals and evaluated the system's robustness over Rayleigh-fading channels with second-order switched diversity, using automatic repeat requests limited to a maximum of three transmission attempts (TX3) [207] . Here, we refrain from providing PSNR versus channel SNR curves; for these, the interested user is referred to [207] . However, the corresponding subjective graphical quality and the associated PSNR values are summarized in Fig. 15 for the channel SNR range of 5-12 dB, respectively. Due to its low channel capacity requirement, the FL-DCC coded signal is readily accommodated by the voice signal during passive speech spurts when using a VAD [40] . Last, it is noteworthy that the ITU standardized two different CC schemes in the T.150 recommendation for use over conventional low-BER fixed telephone lines.
For wireless channels, however, the proposed FL-DCC scheme is preferable due to its higher robustness and programmable-rate operation.
We note that an associated multimedia signal manipulation relying on writing tablets is the field of handwriting recognition for both on-line and off-line applications [208] - [213] . Many of the techniques used are based on HMM's, which are widely employed in the field of speech recognition. Previous research has shown that HMM's are applicable to both off-line [212] and on-line [208] , [210] , [213] handwriting recognition problems. The advantage of such statistical methods is that they can handle variability in the writing process of an individual but are also capable of identifying and capturing the individual features of the handwritten characters by taking into account dynamic, pressure-dependent features. In many applications, the handwritten data are described by the directional writing angle as a function of the distance along the writing trajectory.
Following the above brief excursion to graphical source compression and signal processing, here we turn our attention to wireless communications aspects, commencing with a review of the frequency reuse concept of cellular systems.
VIII. CELLUAR COMMUNICATIONS BASICS
A. The Cellular Concept
A common feature of the previously mentioned mobile radio systems is that communications take place between a stationary BS and a number of roaming MS's or PS's [1]- [9] . The BS's and the MS's transmitter is expected to provide a sufficiently high received signal level for the far-end receivers in order to maintain the required communications integrity. This is usually ensured by power control. The geographical area in which this condition is satisfied is termed a traffic cell, which typically has an irregular shape, depending on the prevailing propagation environment determined by terrain and architectural features as well as the local paraphernalia. In theoretical studies, often a simple hexagonal cell structure is favored for its simplicity, where the BS's are located at the centers of the cells.
In an ideal situation, the total bandwidth available to a specific mobile radio system could be allocated within each cell, assuming that there is no energy spilt in the adjacent cell's coverage area. However, since wave propagation cannot be shielded at the cell boundary, PS's near the cell edge would experience approximately the same signal energy within their channel bandwidth from at least two BS's. This phenomenon is called cochannel interference. A remedy to this problem is to divide the total bandwidth in frequency slots of and assign a mutually exclusive reduced bandwidth of to each traffic cell within a cluster of cells, as demonstrated in Fig. 16 for . The seven-cell clusters are then tesselated in order to provide contiguous radio coverage. Observe from the figure that the phenomenon of cochannel interference between the black cochannel cells having an identical frequency set is not eliminated, but due the increased cochannel BS distance or frequency reuse distance, the interference is significantly reduced. Note also that in analytical and simulation-based interference studies, the "second tier" of interfering cells, which are hatched, is typically neglected.
A consequence of the above cellular concept, however, is that the total number of MS's that can be supported simultaneously over a unit area is now reduced by a factor of . This is because assuming a simple FDMA scheme, where each MS is assigned an RF carrier and a user bandwidth of , now only number of MS's can be serviced, rather than . This problem can be circumvented by making the clusters as small as the original cells, which is achieved by reducing the transmitted power. In fact, further reduction of the cell size has the advantage of serving more and more users while requiring a reduced transmitted signal power and hence lightweight batteries. A further favorable effect is that the smaller the traffic cell, the more benign the propagation environment due to the presence of a dominant LOS propagation path and the mitigated effects of the multipath propagation. These arguments lead to the concept of micro-and picocells [20] - [22] , which are often confined to the size of a railway station or airport terminal and an office, respectively. Cluster sizes smaller than are often used in practice in order to enhance the system's spectral efficiency, but such schemes require modulation arrangements that are resilient against the increased cochannel interference. These different cells will have to coexist in practical systems, where, for example, an "oversailing" macrocell can provide an emergency handover capability for the microcells when the MS roams in a propagation blind spot but cannot hand over to another microcell, since in the target microcell no traffic channels are available.
The various cell scenarios are exemplified by Fig. 17 , where the conventional macrocell BS is allocated to a high tower, illuminating a large area but providing a rather hostile propagation cell, since often there is no LOS path between the BS and PS. Hence the communications are more prone to fading than in the stylized microcell illuminated by the antenna at the top of the lower buildings. The smaller microcells typically use lower transmit power and channel most of the energy in the street canyon, which mitigates the signal's variability and hence has more benign fading. Furthermore, microcells also reduce the signal's dispersion due to path-loss differences. Last, indoors, picocells provide typically even better channels and tend to mitigate cochannel interferences due to partitions and ceilings.
The previously mentioned handover process is crucial as regards the perceived GOS, and a wide range of different complexity techniques have been proposed-for example, by Tekinay et al. in [23] and [24] -for the various existing and future systems, some of which are summarized in Fig. 18 . Explicitly, the BS and PS keep compiling the statistics of a range of communications quality parameters shown in the figure and weight them according to the prevalent optimization criterion before a handover or mode of operation reconfiguration command is issued. Although the PS plays an active role in monitoring the various parameters, these are typically reported to the BS, which carries out the required decisions.
A further important issue associated with the cellular concept and cellular planning is DCA, where a variety of algorithms can be invoked to support the system's operation [25] - [29] in order to mitigate the effects of CCI and to maximize the number of traffic channels supported. These techniques are typically invoked in cordless telephone systems, such as DECT and CT2 [12] . The basic concept of DCA is fairly plausible, since the MS scans the physical channels in order to identify the specific channel exhibiting the lowest signal level before camping on the one that was deemed to inflict the lowest level of cochannel interference. Chuang et al. [25] - [27] documented the performance of a variety of DCA algorithms, arguing that these techniques under certain conditions can converge to a local minimum of the total interference averaged over the network. In closing, we note that there exists a different dynamic channel-allocation philosophy, which was proposed by Bernhardt [28] , [29] , advocating the employment of the worst possible channel that satisfies a minimum SIR condition. This is equivalent to invoking the worst "just tolerable" physical channel for communications, which intuitively allows a more compact frequency reuse pattern to be employed but naturally requires a robust modulation scheme. The overall benefit is an expected higher number of accommodated users.
The family of DCA algorithms is closely related to a range of multiple access schemes; hence, we consider multiple access next.
B. Multiple Access
The physical channel, which the MS and BS use for their communications, can be manifested by a given frequency slot, assigned to the MS for the entire duration of a call. This was the case in most first-generation FDMA mobile radio systems. In the second-generation systems, such as the pan-European GSM [330] , the American IS-54 [41] , and the Japanese PDC system [42] , TDMA was proposed, assigning the whole bandwidth of a TDMA carrier to an MS for a fraction of the time, i.e., for the duration of a time slot. The American IS-95 CDMA system [43] uses all the system bandwidth all the time for all users, communicating with orthogonal signature codes. However, these systems employ contentionless bandwidth allocation, where the physical channel is not exploited to its full capacity due to being assigned to users also during their passive speech spurts, when they are listening or thinking, etc.
By contrast, statistical multiplexing schemes surrender the physical channel during passive speech spurts, when the channel is not actively used by the MS. This often leads to substantially increased user numbers' being supported by the system. A range of MAC protocols have been advocated in the literature [218] - [228] , most of which were featured in a recent excellent overview by Li and Qiu in [32] .
PRMA is a statistical multiplexing method for conveying speech signals via TDMA systems, which was proposed by Goodman [218] and Wei [220] . A range of various PRMAassisted CT systems were proposed in [229] - [233] . The operation of PRMA is based on the VAD's being able reliably to detect inactive speech segments [330] . Inactive users' TDMA time slots are allocated to other users, who become active. The users, who are just becoming active, have to contend for the available time slots with a certain permission probability , which is an important PRMA parameter to be augmented at a later stage.
Previously colliding users contend for the next available time slot with a less-than-unity permission probability in order to prevent them from consistently colliding in their further attempts to attain reservation. If more than one user is contending for a free slot, neither of them will be granted it. If, however, only one user requires the time slot, he can reserve it for future use until he becomes inactive. Under heavily loaded network conditions, when many users are contending for a reservation, a speech packet might have to contend for a number of consecutive slots. When the contention delay exceeds a latency of about 30 ms, the contending speech packet of typically 20-ms duration must be dropped. The probability of packet dropping must be kept below 1%, a value inflicting minimal degradation in terms of perceived speech quality.
Suffice it to say here that in order to find the optimum permission probability , the number of users supported at less than 1% packet dropping must be determined for various values, and the curve's maximum has to be identified. The rule of thumb is that when a system can support twice the number of slots in comparison to another, the corresponding value must be halved in order to maintain the desirable contention rate for each slot. When is high, too vigorous contentions are encouraged, resulting in unacceptably high collision rates. By contrast, too low a value does not exploit the system's full teletraffic capacity due to a modest statistical multiplexing gain.
The performance potential of PRMA was analyzed using the equilibrium point analysis technique by Nanda et al. [221] . The underlying assumption of the equilibrium point analysis is that the PRMA system can be characterized by a Markov model, and the number of users entering a given Markov state is identical to the number of users leaving it. The above PRMA technique was refined by Dunlop et al. [222] , where the authors have restricted contentions to contention minislots, thereby mitigating the effects of packet collisions. This scheme was termed PRMA . PRMA was also suggested by Eastwood et al. [232] for multiplexing multimedia users' transmission packets for transmission to the BS.
A technique referred to as dynamic TDMA was advocated for integrated voice and data communication also by Dunlop et al. [223] , where "request minislots" are employed for channel acquisition, and the "information slots" are assigned in a second phase. Another efficient MAC protocol was suggested by Amitay and Nanda, which the authors referred to as RAMA [224] , where only one user is granted access to the system at any instant, hence preventing collisions. DRMA was introduced by Li and Qiu [219] , while Brecht et al. suggested the employment of SPAMA [228] for supporting variable-rate multimedia traffic. The statistical nature of the proposed centralized slot assignment scheme facilitated an accurate matching of bit-rate requirements for different multimedia services with a minimal amount of signaling, while maintaining a throughput of up to 93% at the cost of a low MAC delay.
A further alternative to support similar multirate multimedia users was also proposed by Brecht et al., which was termed MF-PRMA [226] , [329] . Here, we emphasize that most of the above statistical multiplexer schemes function also as multimedia packet multiplexers, supporting the delivery of multirate, multimedia traffic on a demand basis, giving cognizance to the different stability constraints of speech video and data sources. Speech and interactive video are delay sensitive, while data and distributive video are not. However, data and run-length-coded variablerate video are extremely error sensitive, hence requiring higher integrity than speech and fixed-rate nonrun-lengthcoded video. Some of these aspects were also addressed in [226] - [228] and [232] .
The first-generation PLMR systems were designed for low traffic density, and the typical cell radius was often on the order of tens of miles. Even the second-generation GSM system [40] was contrived to be able to cope with the hostile large-cell environment of rural cells of 35 km radius. Hence, it incorporated sophisticated and power-hungry signal processing in order to be able to combat a wide range of channel impairments associated with the hostile largecell PLMR environment. The less robust DAMPS [41] and the second-generation Japanese digital mobile radio systems [42] reflect the more recent trend of moving toward small cells, exhibiting benign propagation characteristics, a tendency also adopted by the CT systems CT2 and DECT [12] . These propagation aspects are well understood in the wireless communications community, but the above cellsize-dependent propagation factors can be augmented by referring to the relevant literature [1] - [3] , [216] , [217] . Hence, here we refrain from detailing deeper aspects of the wireless propagation environment.
Having covered some of the wireless communications basics, we are now equipped to consider the flexible system architecture of a mobile multimedia communicator of the next generation.
IX. FLEXIBLE MULTIMEDIA SYSTEM SCHEMATIC
The schematic of a flexible, toolbox-based multimedia PS is portrayed in Fig. 19 [152] . The pivotal implementational point of such a multimedia PS is that of finding the best compromise among a number of contradicting design factors, such as power consumption, robustness against transmission errors, spectral efficiency, audio/video quality, and so forth [229] . Here, we will address a few of these issues, mainly concentrating on the modulation and systems aspects of the proposed PS depicted in Fig. 19 . The timevariant optimization criteria of a flexible multimedia system can only be met by an adaptive scheme, comprising the firmware of a suite of system components and loading that combination of speech codecs, video codecs, embedded channel codecs, VAD's, and modems that fulfills the prevalent one [68] . A few examples are maximizing the teletraffic carried or the robustness against channel errors, while in other cases, minimization of the bandwidth occupancy, the blocking probability, or the power consumption is of prime concern.
Focusing our attention on the speech and video links displayed in Fig. 19 , the VAD [40] is deployed to control the PRMA slot allocator [68] , [229] . A further task of the PRMA slot allocator is to multiplex digital source data from facsimile and other data terminals with the speech as well as graphics and other video signals to be transmitted.
Again, PRMA is a relative of slotted ALOHA contrived for conveying speech signals on a flexible demand basis via TDMA systems. PRMA was documented in a series of excellent papers by Goodman et al. [218] - [221] , while various PRMA-assisted transceiver schemes were proposed in [229] - [233] .
The VAD [40] , [231] , [330] queues the active speech spurts to contend for an uplink TDMA time slot for transmission to the BS. Inactive users' TDMA time slots are offered by the BS to other users, who become active and are allowed to contend for the unused time slots with a lessthan-unity permission probability. This measure prevents previously colliding users from consistently colliding in their further attempts to attain a time-slot reservation. If several users contend for an available slot, neither of them will be granted it, while if only one user requires the time slot, he can reserve it for future communications. When many users are contending for a reservation, the collision probability is increased, and hence a speech packet might have to contend for a number of consecutive slots until its maximum contention delay of typically 32 ms expires. In this case, the speech packet must be dropped, but the packet-dropping probability must be kept below 1%, a value inflicting minimal degradation in perceivable speech quality in contemporary speech codecs.
Control traffic and system information is carried by packet headers added to the composite signal by the bit mapper before K-class source sensitivity-matched FEC takes place. Observe that the video encoder supplies its bits to an adaptive buffer having a feedback loop. If the PRMA video packet delay becomes too high or the buffer fullness exceeds a certain threshold, the video encoder is instructed to lower its bit rate, implying a concomitant dropping of the image quality.
The bit mapper assigns the MSB's to the input of the strongest FEC codec, FEC K, while the LSB's are protected by the weakest one, FEC 1. K-class FEC coding is used after mapping the speech and video bits to their appropriate bit-protection classes, which ensures source sensitivitymatched transmission. Adaptive modulation is deployed [68] , [229] , with the number of modulation levels, the FEC coding power, and the speech/video source-coding algorithm adjusted by the system control according to the dominant propagation conditions, bandwidth, and power efficiency requirements, channel blocking probability, or PRMA packet dropping probability. If the communications quality or the prevalent system optimization criterion cannot be improved by adaptive transceiver reconfiguration, the serving BS will hand the PS over to another BS providing a better grade of service.
One of the most important and reliable parameters used to control these algorithms is the error detection flag of the FEC decoder of the MSB class of speech and video bits, namely, FEC K. This flag can also be invoked to control the speech and video postprocessing algorithms. The adaptive modulator transmits the user bursts from the PS to the BS using the specific PRMA slot allocated by the BS for the PS's speech, data, or video information via the linear RF transmitter. Although the linear RF transmitter has a low power efficiency, its power consumption is less critical due to the lower transmitted power requirement of the multimedia PCN than that of the DSP hardware.
The receiver structure essentially follows that of the transmitter. After linear class-A amplification and AGC, the system-control information characterizing the type of modulation and the number of modulation levels must be extracted from the received signal before demodulation can take place. This information also controls the various internal bit-mapping algorithms and invokes the appropriate speech and video decoding as well as FEC decoding procedures. After adaptive demodulation at the BS, the source bits are mapped back to their original bit-protection classes and are FEC decoded. As mentioned, the errordetection flag of the strongest FEC decoder, FEC K, is used to control handovers or speech and video postprocessing. The FEC decoded speech and video bits are finally source decoded, and the recovered speech arrives at the earpiece, while the video information is displayed on a flat LCD.
The system-control algorithms of the reconfigurable mobile multimedia communicator will dynamically evolve over the years. PS's of widely varying complexity will coexist, with newer ones providing backward compatibility with existing ones while offering more intelligent new services and more convenient features. After this rudimentary system-level introduction, let us now focus our attention on a range of modern transceiver techniques.
X. MODERN TRANSCEIVER TECHNIQUES
In recent years, a powerful architecture referred to as software radio [16] was advocated by many researchers, essentially employing a flexible baseband signal-processing "toolbox" of speech, video, and channel codecs, modulation and "user signature" functions, plus a sufficiently wideband, linear RF stage, which is interfaced to the baseband section using a high-speed digital-to-analog (D-A) converter. The software radio system architecture is capable of supporting intelligent multimode and multistandard operation, although many of the research issues are in their infancy at the time of writing. Smart antennas and cochannel interference reduction adaptive beam-forming methods inherited from radar and sonar researchers were characterized, for example, by Litva and Lo [53] and Baier et al. [56] , and were also advocated by Kohno [55] in the context of intelligent, space-time processing receivers.
Furthermore, the sophisticated "per-survivor processing" detection algorithms proposed by Polydoros and Chugg [57] and the receiver techniques portrayed in the monograph by Meyer et al. [8] are expected to improve the performance of the next generation of receivers. Verdu [58] contrived the optimum multiuser detector for CDMA transceivers, although its complexity is exponentially proportional to the number of users detected by the scheme, which may become excessive. These multiuser detection techniques exploit the a priori information concerning the user signature or spreading sequences and the channel estimates derived in order to remove the CDMA-specific multiuser interference and hence to approach the "single-user" Shannonian performance. The more practical suboptimum multiuser receivers are often classified as interference cancellation (IC) or suppression and joint detection arrangements [5] .
Despite accurate power control, some user signals arrive at the receiver at a higher power, and hence IC attempts initially to detect the highest power user's signal from the superposition of all users' signals. Upon error-free detection, the strongest user's signal can be remodulated and deducted from the received multiuser signal, a procedure that can be invoked for the next strongest users in turn until all users are detected. The philosophy of multiuser detection is slightly different, since it is based on recognizing that the multiuser interference (MUI) is essentially similar to ISI, and hence the classic equalization techniques [68] developed for conventional ISI cancellation in dispersive channels can be readily modified for this application. Explicitly, the MUI of CDMA, which is generated by a number of users, can be interpreted as conventional ISI inflicted by a multipath channel having the same number of paths as the number of interfering CDMA users. Joint detection research was spearheaded in recent years by Jung and Blanz [59] , Klein et al. [60] , and a number of other researchers at the University of Kaiserslautern in Germany, but the impressive individual contributions in this field are too numerous to mention [61] - [65] . Let us now consider the issues affecting the choice of the appropriate modulation scheme.
XI. MODULATION ISSUES
A. Choice of Modulation
In some of the European mobile systems, such as the pan-European GSM system [40] , [214] , [330] or the DECT scheme, constant envelope, partial response, Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK) [9] , [69] is employed. Its main advantage is that it ignores any fading-induced amplitude fluctuation present in the received signal and hence facilitates the utilization of power-efficient nonlinear class-C amplification. In third-generation personal communication systems, however, benign pico-and microcells will be employed, where low transmitted power and low signal dispersion are characteristic. Hence, the employment of more bandwidth-efficient multilevel modulation schemes becomes realistic. In fact, the American and Japanese second-generation digital systems, namely, IS-54 and PDC, have already opted for 2-bits/symbol multilevel modulation [68] .
The basic schematic of a modem is shown in Fig. 20 . If an analog source signal must be transmitted, the signal is first low-pass filtered and analog-to-digital converted. The generated digital bit stream is then mapped to complex modulation symbols, such as those seen in Fig. 21 , which are suitable for transmission over the bandlimited channel. In Fig. 21 , there are 16 such complex points, represented by two distinct amplitude and eight different phase values, which can be described by 4 bits. This mapping operation is carried out by the MAP block of Fig. 20 , assigning the appropriate I and Q components to four incoming bits. To ensure that I and Q components do not change abruptly, which would require an infinite bandwidth, the square-root N block carries out the Nyquistfiltering operation in the baseband, before the signal is up-converted to the intermediate frequency band by the help of two carrier waves, which are in 90 phase shift, i.e., they are orthogonal. This orthogonality allows us to transmit the independent I and Q components within the same bandwidth without their interfering with each other. Such multilevel constellations are more prone to channel impairments than binary schemes due to their comparatively low distance between constellation. Hence, they are employed typically over benign channels, where the guaranteed higher Shannonian channel capacity can be exploited this way to provide higher bit rates.
Multilevel modulation schemes have been considered in depth in [68] , where Chapters 17 and 18 show that the bandwidth efficiency and minimum required SNR and SIR of a modulation scheme in a given frequency reuse structure is dependent on the BER targeted. The required BER, in turn, is dependent on the robustness of the source codecs used. Furthermore, in indoor scenarios, the partitioning walls and floors mitigate the cochannel interference, and this facilitates the employment of 16-level QAM.
The "maximum minimum distance" square-shaped QAM constellation [68] , [234] is optimum for transmissions over AWGN channels, simply because the minimum distance among the modulation constellation points is as high as possible. In other words, this constellation has the highest possible average distance among its constellation points under the constraint of a given average power, yielding the highest "noise protection distances" when contaminated by AWGN. Until quite recently, QAM developments were focused on the benign AWGN telephone line and on point-topoint radio applications [235] , which led to the definition of the CCITT telephone circuit modem standards V.29-V.33 based on various QAM constellations ranging from uncoded 16-QAM to trellis coded (TC) 128-QAM. In recent years, QAM research for hostile fading mobile channels has been motivated by the ever increasing bandwidth-efficiency demand for mobile telephony [236] - [247] , although it requires power-inefficient class A or AB linear amplification [248] - [251] . However, the power consumption of the lowefficiency class-A amplifier [250] , [251] is less critical than that of the digital speech, image, and channel codecs. Outof-band emissions due to class AB amplifier nonlinearities' generating adjacent channel interferences can be reduced by some 15-20 dB using the adaptive predistorter proposed by Stapleton et al. [252] - [254] . When using the square-shaped 16-QAM constellation, it is essential to be able to separate the information modulated onto the I and Q carriers with the help of coherent demodulation, invoking the TTIB principle invented by McGeehan and Bateman [256] - [258] or invoking PSAM [255] . Although these methods can eliminate the residual BER, they are significantly more complex to implement than their noncoherently detected differentially coded counterparts. Based on the above arguments and constrained by the high bandwidth-efficiency requirement, in this paper, we have opted for noncoherently detected 16-QAM.
B. Noncoherent Star 16-QAM
The pivotal point of differentially coded noncoherent QAM demodulation is that of finding a rotationally symmetric QAM constellation, where all constellation points are rotated by the same amount. Such a rotationally symmetric "star constellation" was proposed in [245] and is shown in Fig. 21 . A disadvantage of the proposed star 16-QAM (16-StQAM) constellation is its lower average energy. While square 16-QAM had an average phasor energy of , the 16-StQAM halves this value to , where is the phasor spacing of the I and Q components. This implies a 3-dB disadvantage over Gaussian channels, but via Rayleighfading channels, this SNR penalty becomes less.
Our differential encoder obeys the following rules. The first bit of a four-bit symbol is differentially encoded onto the phasor magnitude, yielding a ring-swap for an input logical one and maintaining the current magnitude, i.e., ring for . Bits are then differentially Gray-coded onto the phasors of the particular ring pinpointed by . Accordingly, implies no phase change, a change of 45 , a change of 90 , etc.
The corresponding noncoherent differential 16-StQAM demodulation is equally straightforward, having decision boundaries at a concentric ring of radius 2 and at phase rotations of , . Assuming received phasors of and at consecutive sampling instants of and , respectively, bit is inferred by evaluating 
If this condition is met, is assigned; otherwise is demodulated. Bits are then recovered by computing the phase difference (3) and comparing it against the decision boundaries , . Having decided which rotation interval the received phase difference belongs to, Gray decoding delivers the bits . From our previous discourse, it is plausible that the less dramatic the fading envelope and phase trajectory fluctuation between adjacent signalling instants, the better this differential scheme works. This implies that lower vehicular speeds are preferred by this arrangement if the signalling rate is fixed. Therefore, the modem's performance improves for low pedestrian speeds when compared to typical vehicular scenarios. Alternatively, for a fixed vehicular speed, higher signalling rates are favorable since the relative amplitude and phase changes introduced by the fading channel between adjacent information symbols are less drastic. For a full treatise on QAM, the interested reader is referred to [68] . Let us now highlight the current research aspects of adaptive modems, which can adjust the number of bits per transmitted symbol in order to adapt to time-variant channel conditions.
C. Burst-by-Burst Adaptive Modems
Burst-by-burst adaptive multilevel modulation was first suggested by Steele and Webb in [68] , [259] , [260] for slowly fading wireless pedestrian channels, inspiring intensive further research in recent years [262] - [271] , in particular by Kamio et al. at Osaka University and the Ministry of Post in Japan [261] - [264] , as well as by Goldsmith and Chua [265] at the California Institute of Technology or by Pearce et al. [266] in the United Kingdom. The proposed schemes provide a means of realizing some of the time-variant channel capacity potential of the fading wireless channel [2] , [274] , invoking a more robust TS on a burst-by-burst basis, when the channel is of low quality and vice versa, while maintaining a certain target BER performance. The most appropriate TS is dependent upon the time-variant instantaneous SNR and SIR. The TS can be chosen according to the following regime [267] is the average noise power, and and , are the BER-dependent optimized switching levels. Time-division duplex (TDD) was proposed in order to exploit the reciprocity of the channel under high SIR conditions, which allowed us to estimate the prevalent SNR on a burst-by-burst basis [268] . The reciprocity of the up-and downlink channel conditions in the TDD frame is best approximated if the corresponding TDD slots are adjacent.
In [267] , the analytical upper-bound performance of such a scheme was characterized over slow Rayleighfading channels, while in [270] , an unequal protection phasor constellation for signalling the current TS was proposed. The problem of appropriate power assignment was discussed, for example, in [263] and [265] .
In [269] , a combined BER-and BPS-based optimization cost function was defined and minimized in order to find the required TS switching levels for maintaining average target BER's of 1 10 and 1 10 , irrespective of the instantaneous channel SNR. These BER values can then be further mitigated by FEC coding, and in the case of the lower BER scheme, can be rendered virtually error free. The Table 3 Switching Levels for Speech and Computer Data Systems Through a Rayleigh Channel, Shown in Instantaneous Channel SNR (dB) to Achieve Mean BER's of 1 2 10 02 and 1 2 10 04 , Respectively [267] former scheme was referred to as the speech TS, while the latter was referred to as the adaptive data TS. The optimized TS switching levels and are summarized in Table 3 [267] . The average BPS performance of this adaptive modem was derived for a Rayleigh-fading channel in [267] , which can be written as (5) where is the probability density function of the Rayleigh channel, is the average power, and the integrals characterize the received signal level domains, where the 1, 2, 4, and 6 bits/symbol TS's of (4) are used. In [271] and [272] , the latency performance of these schemes was quantified, and frequency hopping as well as statistical multiplexing were proposed to mitigate its latency and buffer requirements.
D. Equalization Techniques
The performance of wide-band wireless channel equalizers was studied by a large cohort of researchers, such as Narayanan and Cimini [275] and Wu and Aghvami [276] , as well as by Gu and Le-Ngoc [277] . To achieve fast equalizer coefficient convergence, these contributions typically invoked the Kalman algorithm [68] and its diverse incarnations, such as the square-root Kalman scheme, although Clark and Harun [278] argued that there were only marginal performance differences between the Kalman algorithm and the least mean squared [68] algorithm in typical practical situations. MLSE-type receivers typically outperform decision feedback equalizers at the cost of higher complexity. A range of hybrid compromise schemes were proposed, for example, by Wu and Aghvami [276] , as well as by Gu and Le-Ngoc [277] .
Let us now turn our attention to a transmission scheme that is particularly suitable for high-rate transmission over frequency-selective fading channels, although it refrains from employing the above equalization techniques.
E. Orthogonal Frequency-Division Modulation
In this section, we briefly introduce frequency-division multiplexing (FDM), also referred to as orthogonal multiplexing, as a means of dealing with the problems of frequency-selective fading encountered when transmitting over a high-rate wide-band radio channel. The fundamental principle of orthogonal multiplexing originates from Chang [279], and over the years, a number of researchers have investigated this technique [280] - [291] . Despite its conceptual elegance, until recently, its employment has been mostly limited to military applications due to implementational difficulties. However, it has recently been adopted as the new European DAB standard. It is also a strong candidate for digital terrestrial television broadcast and for a range of other high-rate applications, such as 155-Mb/s WATM LAN's. These wide-ranging applications underline its significance as an alternative technique to conventional channel equalization in order to combat signal dispersion [292] - [296] .
In the FDM scheme of Fig. 22 , the serial data stream of a traffic channel is passed through a serial-to-parallel convertor, which splits the data into a number of parallel subchannels. The data in each subchannel are applied to a modulator, such that for channels, there are modulators whose carrier frequencies are . The difference between adjacent channels is , and the overall bandwidth of the modulated carriers is . These modulated carriers are then combined to give an FDM signal. We may view the serial-to-parallel convertor as applying every th symbol to a modulator. This has the effect of interleaving the symbols into each modulator. Hence, symbols are applied to the modulator whose carrier frequency is . At the receiver, the received FDM signal is demultiplexed into frequency bands, and the modulated signals are demodulated. The baseband signals are then recombined using a parallel-toserial converter.
The main advantage of the above FDM concept is that because the symbol period has been increased, the channel delay spread is a significantly shorter fraction of a symbol period than in the serial system, potentially rendering the system less sensitive to ISI than the conventional serial system. In other words, in the low-rate subchannels, the signal is no longer subject to frequency-selective fading; hence, no channel equalization is necessary.
A disadvantage of the FDM approach shown in Fig. 22 is the increased complexity over the conventional system caused by employing modulators and filters at the transmitter and demodulators and filters at the receiver. It can be shown that this complexity can be reduced by the use of the DFT, typically implemented as an FFT [68] . The subchannel modems can use almost any modulation scheme, and 4-or 16-level QAM is an attractive choice in many situations.
The FFT-based QAM/FDM modem's schematic is portrayed in Fig. 23 . The bits provided by the source are serial/parallel converted in order to form the -level Gray coded symbols, of which are collected in TX buffer 1, while the contents of TX buffer 2 are being transformed by the inverse FFT in order to form the time-domain modulated signal. The D-A-converted, low-pass-filtered modulated signal is then transmitted via the channel, and its received samples are collected in RX buffer 1, while the contents of RX buffer 2 are being transformed to derive the demodulated signal. The twin buffers are alternately filled with data to allow for the finite FFT demodulation time. Before the data is Gray coded and passed to the data sink, it can be equalized by a low-complexity method if there is some dispersion within the narrow subbands. For a deeper tutorial exposure, the interested reader is referred to [68, ch. 15] .
Before concluding this section, we describe a typical channel characteristic of WLAN's transmitting at a rate of 155 Mb/s, where the above OFDM scheme can be advantageously employed. The 155-Mb/s rate is used in ATM systems. We assumed an indoor airport terminal or warehouse environment of dimensions 100 100 m and a seven-path channel corresponding to the four walls, ceiling, and floor, plus the LOS path. The LOS path and the two reflections from the floor and ceiling were combined into one single path in the impulse response. The worst case impulse response associated with the highest path length and delay spread is experienced in the farthest corners of the hall, which was determined using inverse second-power law attenuation and the speed of light for the computation of the path delays. The corresponding frequency response was plotted in Fig. 24 for a 512-channel system, as a function of both OFDM frame index and subchannel index. Observe the very hostile frequency-selective fading in the figure, which is efficiently combated by the OFDM modem, since for the narrow subchannels, the channel can be considered more or less flat fading. Again, the residual fading can be equalized using a simple pilot-assisted equalizer. In closing, we note that a variety of OFDM-related aspects were investigated in [179] - [301] .
After this discussion on modulation techniques, let us briefly consider ways of reducing the BER using FEC techniques.
XII. CHANNEL CODING
The highest coding gain over AWGN channels is achieved using TCM [305] rather than consecutive FEC coding and modulation. Recently, similarly attractive TCM schemes have been proposed for fading mobile channels [306] , [307] . To provide TCM schemes having unequal source-sensitivity matched error protection similarly to our approach in [145] , [246] , [247] , Wei [309] suggested a range of nonuniformly spaced phasor constellations. Another method proposed by Wei [309] was to deploy a number of independent TCM schemes having different grades of protection and multiplex the sequences for transmission.
Both convolutional and block codes have been successfully used to combat the bursty channel errors [79] . Cox et al. [302] proposed rate-compatible punctured convolutional codecs [303] in order to provide bit-sensitivity-matched FEC protection for a subband speech codec using a rate "mother code," where some of the encoded output bits can be obliterated or punctured from the bitstream. This then allows the designer to create a variety of differentrate bit-protection classes while using the same decoder and protecting the more error-sensitive bits by a stronger, low-rate code and the more robust source-coded bits by a higher-rate, less powerful FEC code.
A. Turbo Coding
In recent years, significant advances have been made toward the Shannonian performance predictions with the introduction of the turbo codes [310] and using iterative decoding techniques, which will be briefly highlighted below. Turbo coding was proposed by Berrou et al. [310] , where the information sequence is encoded twice, using RSC encoders. As seen in Fig. 25 , the second encoding takes place after a pseudorandom interleaving of the original information sequence in order to render the two encoded data sequences approximately statistically independent of each other. In most turbo-coding schemes, a pair of half-rate RSC encoders are used, where each RSC encoder generates a systematically encoded output stream, which is equivalent to the original information sequence, as well as a stream of parity information. The two parity sequences are then punctured before being transmitted along with the original information sequence to the decoder. This puncturing of the parity information allows a wide range of coding rates to be realized, and often, half the parity information from each encoder is sent. Along with the original data sequence, this results in an overall coding rate of 1/2.
As portrayed in Fig. 26 , at the receiver, two RSC decoders are used. Special decoding algorithms must be invoked that accept so-called soft inputs and give soft outputs for the decoded sequence rather than binary bits. These soft inputs and outputs provide not only an indication of whether a particular bit was a zero or a one but also a likelihood ratio, which quantifies the probability that the bit has been correctly decoded. The turbo decoder operates iteratively. In the first iteration the first RSC decoder provides a soft output, giving an estimation of the original data sequence based on the soft channel inputs alone. It also provides an extrinsic output. The extrinsic output for a given bit is based not on the channel input for that bit but on the information carried by surrounding bits and the constraints imposed by the code being used. This extrinsic output from the first decoder is used by the second RSC decoder as a priori information, and this information together with the channel inputs is used by the second RSC decoder to give its soft output and extrinsic information. In the second iteration, the extrinsic information from the second decoder in the first iteration is used as the a priori information for the first decoder, and using this a priori information, the decoder has an increased probability of decoding more bits correctly than it did in the first iteration. This cycle continues. Specifically, at each iteration, both RSC decoders produce a soft output and extrinsic information, which are based on the channel inputs and a priori information obtained from the extrinsic information provided by the previous decoder. After each iteration, the BER in the decoded sequence drops, but the improvements obtained with each iteration fall as the number of iterations increases so that for complexity reasons, usually only 8 or 16 iterations are used.
If a bit appears in a rather corrupted section of the first encoded sequence, due to the independent parity information inherent in the second encoded sequence, the second decoder may be able to assist the first one to decode the original information correctly. The independent information delivered by the first decoder is likely to improve the performance of the second decoder, the output of which can now be again invoked by the first decoder. This iterative decoding process can be continued, alternating between decoding in the trellis of the first decoder and that of the second one in order to achieve near-Shannonian performance.
Hagenauer and Hoeher proposed to use the soft-output Viterbi [311] algorithm for the decoding of turbo codes in [312] , while Hagenauer et al. [313] investigated also the feasibility of employing block codes as constituent codes, although most research is carried out in the context of convolutional codes. Robertson et al. [315] and Jung [317] investigated various turbo decoders, while Jung et al. [318] and Barbulescu et al. [319] studied various interleaving aspects of turbo coding. A range of other associated turbo-coding issues were considered in [320] - [323] , while Breiling et al. recently proposed an optimum noniterative turbo decoder [324] - [326] , [328] , finding the maximum likelihood decoded information in a single, noniterative decision step.
Following our rudimentary description of some of the components of wireless multimedia systems, in the next section we consider the performance of a multimode transceiver, accommodating the firmware of a range of system components and hence ensuring a high grade of flexibility in terms of complexity, speech quality, robustness against channels errors, user capacity, etc. [68] , [229] In the comparative study [229] , we presented simulation results giving BER, bandwidth occupancy, and an estimate of complexity for 4-bit/symbol 16-Star QAM modems in order to characterize the potential of a UMTS-like system, 2-bit/symbol -shifted differential quadrature phase shift keying ( -DQPSK) modems, since they are used in the IS-54 and PDC systems as well as binary GMSK modems. We used PRMA since it provided substantial improvements over TDMA in terms of the number of users supported.
Specifically, in our simulations, we used the GMSK, -DQPSK and 16-Star QAM modems combined with both the unprotected low-complexity 32-kbits/s ADPCM codec (as in DECT and CT2) and the 13-kbits/s RPE-LTP GSM codec with its twin-class FEC. Each modem had the option of either a low-or a high-complexity demodulator. The high-complexity demodulator for the GMSK modem was an MLSE based on the Viterbi algorithm [311] , while the lowcomplexity demodulator was a frequency discriminator. For the two multilevel modems, either low-complexity noncoherent differential detection or an MLH-CR was invoked. Synchronous transmissions and perfect channel estimation were used in evaluating the relative performances of the systems listed in Table 4 . Our results represent performance upper bounds, allowing relative performance comparisons under identical circumstances.
The system performances applied to microcellular conditions. The carrier frequency was 2 GHz, the data rate 400 kBd, and the mobile speed 15 m/s. At 400 kBd in microcells, the fading is flat and usually Rician. The best and worst Rician channels are the Gaussian-and Rayleigh-fading channels, respectively, and we performed our simulations for these channels to obtain upper and lower bound performances. Our conditions of 2 GHz, 400 kBd, and 15 m/s are arbitrary. They correspond to a fading pattern that can be obtained for a variety of different conditions, for example, at 900 MHz, 271 kBd, and 23 m/s. We compared the performances of the systems defined in Table 4 when operating according to our standard conditions.
Returning to Table 4 , the first column shows the system classification letter, the second the modulation used, the third the demodulation scheme employed, the fourth the FEC scheme, and the fifth the speech codec employed. The sixth column gives the estimated relative order of the complexity of the schemes, where the most complex one having a complexity parameter of 12 is the 16-Star QAM, MLH-CR, BCH, RPE-LTP arrangement. All the BCH-coded RPE-LTP schemes have complexity parameters larger than six, while the unprotected ADPCM systems are characterized by values of one to six, depending on the complexity of the modem used. The speech baud rate and the TDMA user bandwidth are given next.
An arbitrary signalling rate of 400 kBd was chosen for all our experiments, irrespective of the number of modulation levels, to provide a fair comparison for all the systems under identical propagation conditions. Again, these propagation conditions can be readily converted to arbitrary baud rates upon scaling the vehicular speed appropriately. The 400-kBd systems have a total bandwidth of kHz, kHz, and kHz, respectively. When computing the user bandwidth requirements, we took account of the different bandwidth constraints of GMSK, ( )-DQPSK, and 16-QAM, assuming an identical baud rate.
To establish the speech performance of systems A-L, we evaluated the segmental (SEG)SNR versus channel SNR and cepstral distance (CD) [68] versus channel SNR characteristics of these schemes. These experiments yielded 24 curves for AWGN and 24 curves for Rayleigh-fading channels, constituting the best and worst case channels, respectively. Then, for the 12 different systems and two different channels, we derived the minimum required channel SNR value for near unimpaired speech quality in terms of both CD and SEGSNR. These values are listed in columns 13 and 14 of Table 4 . A range of interesting system design issues can be inferred from the table, but due to lack of space here, we refrain from a deeper discussion and refer the interested reader to [229] for more detail.
We note that the bandwidth-efficiency gains tabulated are reduced in SIR-limited scenarios due to the less dense frequency reuse of multilevel modems. Nevertheless, multilevel modulation schemes result in higher PRMA gains than their lower level counterparts. Following the above fixedbaud-rate scenario, let us now consider a fixed-bandwidth situation in the next section. [339] 1) Background and Motivation: In another study [339] , PRMA-assisted adaptive modulation using 1, 2, and 4-bit/symbol transmissions was proposed as an alternative to DCA in order to maximize the number of users supported in a traffic cell. The cell was divided into three concentric rings: in the central high-SNR region, 16-StQAM was used; in the first ring, DQPSK was invoked; and in the outer ring DPSK was used. In our diversity-assisted modems, a channel SNR of about 7, 10, and 20 dB, respectively, was required in order to maintain a BER of about 1%, which can then be rendered error free by the binary BCH errorcorrection codes used. A 4.7-kbits/s, 30-ms frame-length ACELP speech codec [91] was employed, protected by a quad-class source-sensitivity-matched BCH coding scheme [79] , yielding a total bit rate of 8.4 kbits/s. A GSM-like VAD controls the PRMA-assisted adaptive system. The achievable capacity improvement due to PRMA will be discussed at a later stage.
B. Fixed-Bandwidth Scenario
DCA [341] and PRMA [68] are techniques that potentially allow large increases in capacity over a fixed channel allocation (FCA) TDMA system. Although both DCA and PRMA can offer a significant improvement in system capacity, their capacity advantages typically cannot be jointly exploited, since the rapid variation of slot occupancy resulting from the employment of PRMA limits the validity of interference measurements, which are essential for the reliable operation of the DCA algorithm. One alternative to tackle this problem is to have mixed fixed and dynamic frequency reuse patterns, but this has the disadvantage of reducing the number of slots per carrier for the PRMA scheme, thus decreasing its efficiency.
In this study, we proposed diversity-assisted adaptive modulation as an alternative to DCA. The cells must be frequency planned as in an FCA system using a binary modulation scheme. When adaptive modulation is deployed, the throughput is increased by permitting high-level modulation schemes to be used by the mobiles roaming near to the center of the cell, which therefore will require a lower number of PRMA slots to deliver a fixed number of channelencoded speech bits to the BS. In contrast, MS's near the fringes of the cell will have to use binary modulation in order to cope with the prevailing lower SNR and hence will occupy more PRMA slots for the same number of speech bits. Specifically, our adaptive system uses three modulation schemes-namely, binary DPSK, i.e., one bit per symbol at the cell boundary; DQPSK, i.e., two bits per symbol at medium distances from the BS; and 16-StQAM [68] , which carries four bits per symbol close to the center of the cell.
2) PRMA-Assisted Adaptive Modulation: PRMA schemes have been documented, for example, in [68] . However, in the proposed PRMA-assisted adaptive modulation scheme, MS's can reserve more than one slot in order to deliver up to four bursts per speech frame, when DPSK is invoked toward the cell edges. When a free slot appears in the frame, each mobile that requires a new reservation contends for it based on a permission probability . If the slot is granted to a 16-StQAM user, that slot is reserved in the normal way. If the slot is granted to a DQPSK user, then the next available free slot is also reserved for that user. Last, if the slot is granted to a DPSK user, then the next three free slots must also be reserved for this particular user. In this way, users that require more than one slot are not disadvantaged by being forced to contend for each slot individually. If, however, there are less than three slots available, DQPSK or 16-StQAM users still may be able to exploit the remaining slots. Again, we found that the difference in SNR required for the different diversity-assisted modulation schemes in order to maintain similar BER's was approximately 3 dB between DPSK and DQPSK and 12 dB between DPSK and StQAM when transmitting over Rayleigh-fading channels in our GSM-and DECT-type systems.
Thus, using an inverse fourth-power path-loss law, DPSK was invoked between radii and the cell boundary , which is one-quarter of the cell area. StQAM was used between the cell center and , which is a further quarter of the cell area; and DQPSK was used in the remaining area, which constitutes half of the total cell area. Accordingly, considering the number of slots needed by the various modulation schemes invoked and assuming a uniform traffic density, we can calculate the expected number of required slots per call as slots Since a binary user would require four slots, this implies a capacity improvement of a factor of .
3) Adaptive GSM-Like Schemes:
The basic systems features are summarized in Table 5 , where all modulation schemes assumed an excess bandwidth of 50%, resulting in a symbol rate that is two-thirds of the total bandwidth. If we consider the case of the 16-StQAM modem, which uses four bits per symbol, the 316 channel-coded bits to be transmitted may be encoded as 794-bit symbols. An additional pair of symbols was used to encode the modulation type, which was repeated three times in order to facilitate majority logic decisions. A further pair of dummy symbols was allocated for "power ramping" [68] , yielding a total of 83 symbols-including all overheads-per 30-ms speech frame. This corresponds to a single-user signalling rate of ms kBd, allowing us to create INT kBd kBd time slots, where the INT function represents the integer part of the bracketed expression. When the DQPSK mode of operation is selected in areas of somewhat lower signal strength, we have to use two traffic bursts in order to convey the 316 bits of information, and when the binary DBPSK mode is selected, four bursts are required. Accordingly, we select the appropriate modulation type within the traffic cell considered as a function of the received signal strength.
Explicitly, the 8.4-kbits/s channel-coded rate, after accommodating the packet header carrying the required control information, allowed us to create 48 or 416 slots per 30-ms frame in the GSM-like and DECT-like systems, respectively, as shown in the table. Specifically, when using the 133.33-kBd GSM-like adaptive PRMA schemes, we can create 48 slots per 30-ms speech frame, which is equivalent to 12 slots for a binary-only BPSK system, since four slots are required for the transmission of a 30-ms speech packet. When the quaternary system is used, 24 pairs of slots can be created. Note that when fixed channel allocation is used, the adaptive scheme and the binary-only scheme can use the same cluster size. A quaternary-only system requires a 3-dB greater SIR than the binary scheme. According to Lee [342] (6) where is the distance to the closest interferer, is the cell radius, and is the cluster size. The prevailing SIR can be expressed as SIR (7) where is the path-loss exponent and hence SIR (8) In this paper, we have used a path-loss exponent of . Therefore, increasing the SIR by 3 dB requires that the cluster size be increased by a factor of . The packet dropping versus number of users' performance of all the different schemes were evaluated for their respective optimum values, which were different for the different schemes supporting different numbers of time slots.
We found that a maximum of 19 simultaneous calls can be supported at a packet-dropping probability of 1% when using the binary scheme with a PRMA permission probability of 0.5. For the sake of comparison, this system can support only 12 TDMA users, each requiring four slots per frame. By contrast, the quaternary scheme can support 44 simultaneous calls when using the optimum permission probability of 0.4, assigning two slots per frame for each of them. The corresponding TDMA scheme could only support 24 such users. Last, our 48-slot adaptive scheme can accommodate 36 simultaneous calls while using the optimum permission probability of 0.5. The capacity improvements attainable by the proposed GSM-like scheme are presented in Table 6 .
4) Adaptive DECT-Like Schemes:
In our DECT-like schemes, we have INT kBd kBd slots per frame for the adaptive PRMA system. This is equivalent to 104 slots for a binary-only system and 208 slots for a quaternary-only system. Again, a quaternary-only system requires a 3-dB greater SIR than the binary scheme, and so the cluster size should be increased by a factor of . We found that the binary scheme can support up to 220 simultaneous calls at a packet-dropping probability of 1%. When opting for the 208-slot quaternary scheme, the packet dropping versus number of users performance curve reveals that this system can accommodate 470 simultaneous calls with a permission probability of 0.1. Last, the packet-dropping performance of the 416-slot adaptive scheme suggests that the number of supported simultaneous conversations is about 400 when opting for a permission [176] . probability of 0.1. The achievable capacity improvements for our DECT-like system are displayed in Table 7 .
In conclusion, adaptive modulation with PRMA gives the expected three-to fourfold capacity increase over the binary scheme without PRMA. Generally, the greater the number of slots, the greater the advantage of PRMA over non-PRMA systems, since the statistical multiplexing gain approaches the reciprocal of the speech activity ratio. Furthermore, PRMA-assisted adaptive modulation achieves an additional 80% capacity increase over PRMA-assisted binary modulation [340] . The speech performance of our adaptive system evaluated in terms of SEGSNR and CD is unimpaired by channel effects for SNR values in excess of about 8, 10, and 20 dB when using diversity-assisted DPSK, DQPSK, and 16-StQAM, respectively, although in dispersive environments, a reduced performance is expected.
Let us now consider the expected performance of a similar intelligent multimode video system.
XIV. VIDEO-PHONE SYSTEMS
Below, we follow the approach of Cherriman et al. [176] , and as an example, let us consider transmitting QCIF images, where the video codecs were programmed to generate 3560, 2352, and 1176 bits per frame. At a scanning rate of 10 frames/s, these coding modes resulted in video bit rates of 35.6, 23.52, and 11.76 kbits/s, respectively.
In our earlier work, we have shown that in QAM schemes, the bits assigned to the transmitted nonbinary modulation symbols exhibit different BER's, defining a number of different integrity classes [68] . The number of integrity classes depends on the number of modulation levels. In 4-QAM, there is only one such integrity class; in 16-QAM, there are two; and in 64-QAM, there are three classes, often also referred to as subchannels. By using FEC codes of different strength on each QAM subchannel, it is possible to equalize the probability of errors on the subchannels. This means that all subchannel FEC codes should break down at approximately the same channel SNR. This is desirable if all bits to be transmitted are equally important. Since our data streams are variablelength coded, one error can cause a loss of synchronization. Therefore, in this case, most bits are equally important, and so equalization of QAM subchannels BER is desirable. The FEC codes used in our system are summarized in Table 8 , [176] . Table 7 Achievable Capacity Improvements for the Adaptive Modulation PRMA with 416 slots [339] where a BCH code represents a binary BCH code encoding bits to bits and capable of correcting errors per code word [79] . After including a control header, pilot, and ramp symbols [68] , as suggested in [176] , the FECcoded single-user signalling rates became 11.84 kBd in all three modem operating modes. In case of a Nyquist excess bandwidth of 50%, this implies a single-user bandwidth requirement of 17.74 kHz. For example, in the 200-kHz bandwidth of the pan-European GSM system, eight voiceonly users are supported, which corresponds to a 25-kHz user bandwidth. Consequently, our video-phone stream can replace a speech stream, making wireless videophony realistic if the cost of an additional time slot is acceptable to the users.
The video system performance was evaluated under the propagation conditions of a vehicular speed of 30 mph, signalling rate of 11.84 kBd, and propagation frequency of 1.9 GHz. The corresponding single-user bandwidth requirement is about 16 kHz when using a modulation excess bandwidth of 35% or a Nyquist rolloff factor of 0.35. In the various operating modes investigated, the PSNR versus channel SNR curves of Figs. 27 and 28 were obtained for Table 8 FEC codes used for 4-, 16-, and 64-QAM [176] AWGN and Rayleigh channels, respectively. Since both the H.261 and H.263 source codecs have had similar robustness against channel errors, and their transceivers were identical, the associated "corner SNR" values, where unimpaired communications broke down, were virtually identical for both systems over both AWGN and Rayleigh channels. As expected, however, the H263 codec again exhibited always higher video quality at the same bit rate or system bandwidth.
Our current endeavors are focused on exploring the quality versus bit-rate performance of both systems for various image resolutions in order to be able to provide the required video quality, bit rate, frame rate, image size, and resolution on a demand basis in intelligent adaptive multimode transceivers.
XV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This overview attempted to highlight some of the basic issues in bandwidth-efficient tetherless multimedia communications. Due to its wide scope, it was impossible to offer a full exposure of any of the topics, although we endeavored to provide references for the motivated reader to probe further in most topics of interest. In the source-coding area, substantial advances have been made over the past few years. A range of high-quality, errorresilient speech codecs have been developed, and with the advent of the 8-kbits/s G.729 ITU speech codec, this field reached a remarkable state of maturity. This is the first ITU codec, which was designed with the high prevalent BER of wireless systems in mind. Currently, research is under way toward the definition of the 4-kbits/s ITU standard speech codec. To provide narrow-band wireless multimedia services, we have proposed a variety of fixedrate video codecs, which can generate a bitstream that can be accommodated by allocating an additional physical channel for video transmissions. We also suggested an H.263-based fixed-rate multimode transceiver for video telephony. Furthermore, handwriting or graphical information can also be robustly encoded using FL-DCC and multiplexed, for example, using the previously described PRMA or SPAMA schemes with speech and video signals. Multiplexing variable-rate multimedia sources was detailed, for example, in [227] , [228] , and [232] . When the increased complexity of turbo codecs becomes acceptable due to the advances in low-voltage VLSI, the performance of wireless personal communicators can approach the Shannonian performance limits more closely. Indeed, over AWGN channels, a BER of 10 was reported by Pietrobon [345] using a one-third-rate hardware turbo codec operating at 356 kbits/s and employing an interleaver size of 65 536 bits at an value of 0.32 dB, where and are the bit energy and the noise power spectral density, respectively. In closing, we note that the intelligent wireless multimode, multimedia concept advocated in this paper is likely to provide substantial benefits for potential users, and its implementation is realistic at the current state of the art.
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